
A.BROLLY STONEHENGE - THE WORLD'S
GREENEST UMBRELLA LAUNCHES
KICKSTARTER CAMPAIGN!
Now Seeking Community Support via
Kickstarter, A.Brolly Stonehenge is an
Umbrella that Helps Save Our
Environment and with Unique New
Features!

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, March
20, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- A.Brolly
Stonehenge is one of the most eco-
friendly umbrella in the world – its fabric
is completely made of recycled PET
bottles and treated with waterless dyeing
process. The UK based company behind
this eco-minded campaign is called Grant
Barnett Designs LLP and it is located in
London. Moreover, the company has more than a 100 years old history and was founded by the
merger of two leading umbrella manufacturers of England back in the year 1900.

The greatest advantage of this Kickstarter campaign launched for one of the world’s greenest
umbrella is that anyone around the world can get this umbrella through Kickstarter for 36% to 51% off
retail price of £47. Equipped with the patented Vortex and AntiBlaster technologies as well as a super
large canopy size, this umbrella can withstand strong wind with its rotatable canopy, is extremely
effortless to close, and is large enough to protect your whole family.

The Kickstarter Campaign is located on the web at:
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1132855131/Stonehenge, and supporters from around the world
can back this project by making generous pledges and donations. Fresh off its very successful
A.Brolly Tube campaign two months ago, A.Brolly’s capabilities on umbrella design and exclusive
technologies are in full display with this A.Brolly Stonehenge. There is a wide range of A.Brolly
Stonehenge umbrella. More details on its features are available on the Kickstarter campaign page of
the project.

About A.Brolly Stonehenge
A.Brolly Stonehenge is an umbrella designed with the environment in mind and it is equipped with a
rotatable canopy, a super easy-to-close structure, and a very large-sized canopy. Moreover, these
umbrellas are being offered for as much as 51% off the retail price via Kickstarter and supporters
from around the world can get these umbrellas with worldwide shipping, simply by pledging to the
crowdfunding campaign.

Walter Cheng
A.Brolly International Co., Ltd.
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